Quality Text to
Quality Writing at KS2
Opening doors to challenging reading
and inspired writing
A fresh model for using quality texts to
stimulate quality writing
Resources to ensure Outstanding
learning using:
– poetry
– prose
Take away 20 units of work to fuel progress
“We are still continuing to get some fantastic writing
from your inspirational ideas. But it’s not only the more
able writers that are producing very high level work our less able children are so excited and motivated that
we can’t wait to teach the lessons.”

Boosting progress in English
Ofsted: meeting ‘scholastic excellence’ demands
National Curriculum: using quality texts, literacy heritage
works and poetry
Guide to develop higher level reading and writing approaches
Plan with quality texts and quality writing in mind
Develop creative ideas to fuel high-level reading and writing
Enrich challenge approaches to accelerate pupil progress
Inspire all pupils to go beyond expectations and to mastery level
Understand how aspects of SPaG can be taught in context
Ready-to-use tools and activities for the classroom:
• modelled examples
• 20 units of work
• access strategies
• maps for reading journeys
• range of thinking skills ideas
• ‘beyond the limit’ ideas for each unit
• poetry resources
• fresh techniques for stretch and challenge
Free copy of Opening Doors to Famous Poetry and Prose
by Bob Cox

Sue Porter, Hampshire teacher

Bob Cox
As well as presenting at national and international conferences, Bob has worked
with teachers from across the UK in almost 400 schools, and has conducted over
75 Osiris training events. His focus now is on supporting the need for quality,
freshness and creativity in English for all pupils. We are sure that his 23 years in
teaching and advanced skills status will have a big impact on your school.

Meet the team
From your first enquiry through to the actual training day, our highly
efficient team will co-ordinate each step. They will bring clarity to
your first request, matching the right trainer to your school’s needs.
They will continually liaise with you and the trainer ensuring your
day will be inspiring and challenging, adjusting to your ever-changing
needs as required.

Call the team now for a
free 10 minute consultation

www.osiriseducational.co.uk/INSET
Marketing code: IST OPEN

